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Abstract. Correctly assigned technological modes of processing define
the accuracy of forming, optimum mechanical and electrochemical speed
of the processed material removal, quality and durability of the cutting tool
as well as provide the self-sharpening conditions for the grinding wheel.
The purpose of this work is to increase the efficiency of hard alloys
combined electric diamond grinding (CEDG) by establishing a dependence
between the amount of material removed by mechanical cutting and the
depth of the layer dissolved by electrolytic processes. Achieving the stated
goal allows to solve the problem of defects occurrence on the processed
surface and to minimize economic expenses for machine-building
production processing. The article presents the results of mathematical
calculations of the parameters influence on the size of the dissolved surface
layer, as well as the current dependent removal rate for hard alloys. We
determine qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the hard alloy
dissolved layer dependence on the mechanical and electrical parameters of
CEDG, such as the depth of grinding and anode current density, and
demonstrate their analytical dependence.

1 Introduction
Metal bond grinding wheels demonstrate optimal results at processing the workpieces made
of hard alloys and high speed steels [1 – 4]. A significant obstacle to these wheels wide
application is the rapid clogging of the cutting surface. As a consequence, this affects the
quality of processing. Owing to the increase in the use of hard alloys and other tough
materials in the industry, there is a demand for their new efficient processing technologies.
This purpose facilitates special grinding methods application [5 – 8].
Electrochemical methods of grinding are based on the principle of local anode
dissolution in a flowing electrolyte, with anode being the processed tool or a workpiece.
The processes of electro-chemical and mechanical machining of metals and alloys are
based on the principle of combined removal of the surface layer by anode dissolution and
mechanical destruction of the metal surface [9, 10, 11]. These processes are accompanied
by various structural defects formed on the processed material surface because of the
abrasive grains action at elastic-plastic deformations. However, grinding is carried out in
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the conditions of reduced resistance to plastic deformation at selective dissolution of
different hard alloys phases.
The reactions of oxides, oxygen and other gases formation can occur on the anode in
addition to the reactions of the anode dissolution of metal under the electric current
influence, while the isolation of hydrogen and the deposition of cations from the electrolyte
solution occur on the cathode. All these factors reduce the proportion of anode dissolution.
Therefore, all correlations using calculations of electrochemical parameters should be
adjusted by the current-dependent removal rate coefficient [11, 12, 13].

2 Materials and research methods
The research is carried out for the operations of surface grinding by the wheel periphery on
universal 3E642E grinding-and-cutting machine modernized for CEDG. Metal bond
diamond cup-shaped wheels were used in the experiments: АSV 80/63 М1 100%, АSV
125/100 М1 100%. Samples were made of the VK3, T15K6, TM3, TN20 hard alloys. Table
1 gives the values of electrochemical equivalents and densities for the studied alloys.
Table 1. Alloys properties
Alloy
Properties

ε m , g / А ⋅ min

ρ , g / cm

3

VK3

T15K6

TM3

TN20

0.015

0.012

0.0075

0.0073

15.0

11.0

5.9

5.7

The current dependent removal rate of material η was defined as the deviation degree of
the substance mass which actually reacted on the electrode ( m pract ) in correlation with the
one theoretically calculated by Faraday's Law ( mtheor )

η=

m pract
mtheor

.

(1)

According to Faraday's Law the mass of the metal deposited as a result of
electrochemical dissolution from a surface unit is determined by:

mtheor = ε m ⋅ I ⋅ T

(2)

where ε m – is the weight electrochemical equivalent, [ g / A ⋅ min ]; I – is current power,
[ А ]; T – is the time of the anode dissolution, [ min ].
Dividing this expression by the time of dissolution, multiplying and dividing by the
value of the anode area, the result is:

mtheor ε m ⋅ I ⋅ T
⋅ SA
=
T
T ⋅ SA

(3)

The current dependent removal rate is also defined as the relationship of the
experimentally found mass removal (substance removal rate) Qm exp to Qm theor specified
theoretically [13].
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Qm exp
Qm theor

.

(4)

Taking into account (2, 3) the expression for the definition of mass removal is the
following:

Qm theor = ε m ⋅ iecd ⋅ S А

(5)

where iecd – is etching current density, [ A / cm 2 ]; S А – is the anode area, [ cm 2 ].
The values of mass material removal from the surface unit were calculated theoretically
Qm theor [ g / min ] for hard alloys by the formula (5). For the same alloys, the values of
mass removal Qm exp [ g / min ] were obtained by experimental means [13].

3 Results and discussion
According to the data obtained by the formula (4) the current dependent removal rate
values are determined for hard alloys at different values of anode current density iecd .
Table 2 shows the results of the calculations.
Table 2. Current dependent removal rate values for hard alloys
Alloy

VK3

T15K6

TM3

TN20

iecd , [ A / cm 2 ]

Qm theor , [ g / min ]

Qm exp , [ g / min ]

η

10
20
30
40
60
10
20
30
40
60
10
20
30
40
60
10
20
30
40
60

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.4
2.8
4.1
5.6
8.4
0.7
1.4
2.1
2.8
4.2
0.7
1.4
2.1
2.8
4.2

0.3
0.6
0.9
0.1
1.4
0.9
1.6
2.2
2.5
2.7
0.4
1.2
2.0
2.3
3.0
0.5
1.1
1.4
1.6
2.1

0.60
0.62
0.60
0.50
0.47
0.56
0.57
0.53
0.44
0.32
0.57
0.85
0.95
0.82
0.71
0.74
0.78
0.67
0.57
0.5

The unstable dynamics of the change in the anode current density is explained by the
fact that the high rate of material dissolution in the electrochemical cell leads to the change
in the electrolyte concentration. The solution is saturated with ions of hard alloy. The
dissolution of the metal results in saturation of the treated surface with carbides which
reduces the material's capacity to electrochemical dissolution [11].
The current density is to be raised to a certain value in order to increase the anode
removal of metal. Excessive bond dissolution leads to the softening of the hard alloy deep
layers which negatively affects the quality of the workpiece processed by grinding. The
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depth of dissolution is the parameter characterizing the quantitative properties of
electrochemical treatment meeting the requirements for the quality of the treated surface.
The amount of the anode-dissolved material is estimated by the amount of the dissolved
layer removed from the surface unit [11]:
τ

h = ε h ⋅η ⋅ ∫ iecd dτ
0

(6)

where h – is the size of the dissolved material layer, [ mm ]; η – is current dependent
material removal rate; ε h – is linear electrochemical equivalent, [ mm / A ⋅ min ]; τ – is
time, [ min ].
Given that the density of the anode current is actually etching current, it does not
depend on the time of dissolution owing to its small value ( T = 10 −5...10 −6 sec) [11] and
τ

T = ∫ dτ , the size of the dissolved layer removed from the surface of the workpiece of S A
0

area is determined by the formula:

h = ε h ⋅η ⋅ T ⋅ S A ⋅ iecd

h:

(7)

where T – is the time spent on dissolving, [ min ].
The correlation between linear and weight electrochemical equivalents is used to define

εh =

ε m ⋅10
ρ ⋅ SA

(8)

where ρ – is the material density, [ g / cm3 ].
Taking into account (8) the formula (7) is:

h=

η ⋅ ε m ⋅ iecd ⋅ Т ⋅10
ρ

(9)

The time spent on dissolving the surface of the processed material considering the depth
of grinding, wheel radius and wheel rotation speed is determined by the formula (10) [13]:
T=

l
R
R −t
,
=
⋅ arccos
60 ⋅ Vwh 60 ⋅ Vwh
R

(10)

where l – is the length of the contact surface, [ mm ];
t – is the depth of grinding, [ mm ];
R – is the radius of the grinding wheel, [ mm ];
Vwh – is the rotation speed of the grinding wheel, [ m / s ].
In fact, the depth of substance dissolution is determined considering (7 – 10) by the
formula:

h=

η ⋅ ε m ⋅ iecd ⋅ R ⋅ arccos
ρ ⋅ Vwh ⋅ 6000

4

R −t
R

(11)
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The dependence of the dissolution depth of alloys on the grinding depth is shown in the
diagrams of Fig. 1 – 4.

Fig. 1. The dissolution layer depth of various alloys depending on the etching current density of V wh =
35 m/s, i ecd = 10…60 A/cm2, t = 0.01 mm.

Fig. 2. The dissolved layer depth of different alloys depending on the etching current density of V wh =
35 m/s, i ecd = 10…60 A/cm2, t = 0.02 mm.

Fig. 3. The dissolved layer depth of different alloys depending on the etching current density of V wh =
35 m/s, i ecd = 10…60 A/cm2, t = 0.03 mm.
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Fig. 4. The dissolved layer depth of different alloys depending on the etching current density of V wh =
35 m/s, i ecd = 10…60 A/cm2, t = 0.04 mm.

The depth of dissolution essentially depends on the depth of grinding t. According to the
formula (9), with the increase of t the time of electrochemical impact on the surface unit
increases. It is noteworthy that h = h(t ) is not a linear dependence. According to the results
shown in table 3, the doubling of the grinding depth t (increase from 0.01 to 0.02) leads to
an 1.2 – 1.4 times increase in the depth of dissolution h, and a fourfold increase in t (from
0.01 to 0.04) leads to an 1.7 – 2 increase in h .
The efficiency of the electro-diamond grinding depends on the contact area which is the
function of the grinding depth: the greater its value, the greater the amount of electric
current is required for the electrochemical dissolution. This naturally affects the processing
efficiency and the amount of material removed from the treated surface.

4 Conclusions
The amount of material removed from the surface as a result of combined electro-diamond
grinding consists of the layer mechanically ground with diamond grains and the layer
dissolved in the electrolyte. The amount of the dissolved layer is used to determine the
contribution of electrochemical removal to the total volume of the ground material.
Correctly assigned technological mode parameters define the accuracy of forming,
optimum mechanical and electrochemical speed of material removal and provide the
conditions for the grinding wheel self-sharpening. The use of combined electro-diamond
grinding allows optimum use of electrical phenomena for anode dissolution of the
processed material surface by selecting the mechanical parameters. The research
established a close connection between the depth of the dissolved layer and the depth of
grinding. The choice of optimal modes of combined electro-diamond grinding solves the
problem of defects formation on the treated surface, as well as minimizes the cost of
workpiece machining.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to research project №16-38-00123 mol_a.
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